surround sound systems
Imagine settling into your recliner as you hear crickets chirp from every
corner, bringing back memories of camping by a pristine lake. Sense the
roar of motorcycles build, then scream behind you, or become part of the
beat of your favorite song as the bass thumps in your chest like never before.
Surround systems today immerse listeners in their sound, lifting audio
pleasure to new levels.
Getting the sound right is not a simple process. To acquire the ultimate
sound system, a sound storage system needs to be designed, calculated
and determined as to the listening styles of all users. This ensures the
acoustic characteristics of each unique entertainment arena.
At Marchand Technologies, our accomplished system integrators
meticulously approach each project to consistently produce superior
systems by optimizing equipment, space and budget. We take the time
to guide our clients through the complex and often overwhelming array
of options to determine the ideal arrangement for them.
Some factors to attaining superior sound:
• Dimensions of the entertainment arena
• Listening styles of the users
• Compatibility of new and existing equipment
• Internet and wireless options
• File storage capabilities
• Equipment matching
• Speaker placement
• Room acoustics
• Overall budget
Marchand Technologies is full-service. We not only engineer the best
systems, but perform the installation as well – mounting speakers, installing
acoustic panels and running wires. Our team consists of experts in
acoustics, computer science, interior design, and construction so we
can make certain you achieve the outcome that you desire.
Contact us today to see how an investment in an expertly-engineered
surround sound system installed by Marchand Technologies can allow
you to experience the sensation of three-dimensional audio in true
surround sound.
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